Gateway to the Pickets: Easy Ridge
Generally
speaking, the
Pickets are
the exclusive
realm of
mountaineers
who are
willing to
subject
themselves
to long and
arduous
bushwhack
approaches
to reach the
base of peaks
once deemed
un-climbable,
peaks even still
considered by
some as the
least accessible
in the lower 48...
I’ve spent the better part of 30 years poking around the North Cascades. I’ve developed

a deep and abiding love for the alpine meadows, fractured stone, and blue ice of these marvelous mountains. Memories formed in the sacred places of these mountains have become part of my rubric, part of my
dreams. It’s my favorite place to be. But even in mountains as spectacular and wild as these, the Pickets peg
the meter.

story & photos by John D’Onofrio
high on Easy Ridge, Whatcom Peak in the background;
Challenger Peak, largely covered by Challenger Glacier, to the right

Easy Ridge—
its location,
between
Whatcom Pass
and Ruth Peak,
provides an epic
vantage-point
over the wild
northern reaches
of the Pickets
and Challenger
Glacier.
Named for their row of sharp-fanged summits, the Picket Range is a small sub-range within the North
Cascades. They extend for only about seven miles, up near the Canadian border, yet in this compact area
more than 20 summits exceed 7,500 feet. And the Pickets hold their cards closely. Surrounded by the
North Cascades, they’re usually seen at a respectful distance from high spots like Trapper Peak and Copper
Ridge. The popular trail over Whatcom Pass is close by and affords glimpses into the northern reaches. But
generally speaking, the Pickets are the exclusive realm of mountaineers who are willing to subject themselves to long and arduous bushwhack approaches to reach the base of peaks once deemed un-climbable,
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peaks even still considered by some as the
least accessible in the lower 48, with such
names as Terror, Fury, Despair, Challenger
and Inspiration.
But there’s another way to gaze upon
the heart of the Pickets. Mountaineering
legend and cantankerous North Cascades

Coming from Beckey, this was saying
something. I was intrigued.

Once upon a time there was a fire lookout on
Easy Ridge, built in the 30s. The lookout
was torn down in 1973 and the trail—used
only by climbers headed for Challenger
Glacier—largely forgotten; I could find

It’s a magnificent late September morning, the vernal equinox, as we pull into
the trailhead parking lot at the end of the
Hannegan Pass Road. My travelling companions are both artists—photographer
Brett Baunton and sculptor Denise Snyder.
Brett, too, has been thinking about Easy
Ridge for a long time. An ex-National

atop Easy Ridge; Mount Shuksan to the left

holy man, Fred Beckey knows the Pickets
better than anyone alive—he’s been climbing here for more than 70 years—achieving
his first “first ascent,” summiting Mount
Despair in 1939 at just sixteen. Since then,
he ably rendered the fierce beauty of the
region in what has become the “bible” of
mountaineering guides, the three-volume
Cascade Alpine Guide. And it was as I was
poring through Rainy Pass to Fraser River
that a few words caught my eye: “The
broad meadow ridge [of Easy Ridge] provides one of the finest viewpoints in the
North Cascades.”
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nothing in any contemporary hiking guide.
Most of what scarce information I was able
to glean came from hard-core types who
had been out there: they talked about a lot
of grunting and, as Beckey had written, the
views. Its location, between Whatcom Pass
and Ruth Peak, provides an epic vantage
point over the wild northern reaches of the
Pickets and Challenger Glacier.
Easy Ridge clearly was not easy (another of those delightfully ironic North
Cascades place names); still, challenged, I
started making plans….

Parks Service ranger, he’s spent many years
exploring the North Cascades. But he’s
never been to Easy Ridge.
To reach the beginning of the trail it is
necessary to hike over Hannegan Pass and
down the other side deep into the thickly
forested Chilliwack River Valley, a distance
of about nine miles. The trick then is to
find the unmarked route down to the river,
which must be forded. What’s left of the
Easy Ridge trail begins on the far bank.
We hitch up our backpacks and head
up the trail, filled with anticipation for new

We are on sacred ground.

landscapes. We’re carrying food for
five days and the weather forecast
promises a week of Indian summer—praise Allah! Our planned
itinerary will carry us over about 30 miles
of trail and “route,” starting with the gentle
climb up the valley of Ruth Creek, still a
lush green despite the advancing autumn.
We stop often to admire the graceful lines
of Mount Sefrit and the luxurious slopes
that sweep down from the rocky cliffs,
framing the valley.
Just shy of Hannegan Pass we stop to
pick swollen berries and fill water bottles
from a gurgling stream in a little sunlit
meadow. Honeybees buzz amongst the
huckleberries and dragonflies dance in the
gentle breeze. We linger, drowsy in the
warm sunshine, finding it difficult to leave
the bucolic scene.
Finally, reluctantly, we continue up
and over the pass before abruptly beginning
the descent on the far side. Near Boundary
Camp we enter North Cascades National

Park and plunge ever deeper into the ancient forest. Down, down, down we go,
losing pretty much all of the elevation that
we had gained climbing to the pass. Ah,
well. Such is life in the North Cascades.
As dusk begins to envelope us we can
hear the Chilliwack River below through
the trees but do not get a glimpse of it.
We make camp in the mossy forest beside
Copper Creek as the stars accumulate in
the narrow band of open sky above the watercourse. Dinner is served on the rocks of
the creek bed and Brett tells stories about
Fred Beckey, our de-facto guide, whom he
has met on several occasions. Famous for
carrying an old wooden-frame Boy Scout
pack and wearing surplus wool trousers
with iron-on patches, Beckey and his
brother Helmut (“Helmy”) thought nothing of attaining four or five first ascents in
a single outing. We’re on sacred ground.

In the morning we make our
way through the forest, the
river growing louder—but still
unseen—as we draw nearer to its northern bank. Patches of exotic mushrooms
illuminate the shadows. Brett spots the unmarked path heading toward the river that
presumably leads to the ford. Sure enough,
in a moment we’re at the rocky edge of the
Chilliwack. We are delighted to discover
that the river is low, and without further
ado, slip into our river shoes and wade to
the other side. The sun is bright and the
river is dazzling—and icy cold.
On the far side, we locate a cairn
that marks the beginning of the route up
Easy Ridge and plunge immediately into
thickets of slide alder and devils club toward terra incognita. The grade is heinously
steep and requires climbing over, under
or around countless fallen trees, including massive old growth giants that look
like they’ve been down for 30 years—and
probably have. My pack grows heavier
continued >>>
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Beside a particularly
sweet tarn we drop our
packs and call it home,
pitching the tent beside its
tranquil waters. We’re surrounded by majestic peaks:
to the west a resplendent
Shuksan, Nooksack Tower
rising like a witch’s castle; to
the east Challenger Glacier
sprawling indigo in the endof-the-day light. The sun
drops behind Jagged Ridge
and a finger moon rises, the
evening warm and still. The
Milky Way flares overhead
as we eat a celebratory dinner beside the dark water. I
roll out my sleeping bag and
enjoy the soft night breeze
that ruffles the heather and
makes the stars sparkle—an
elegant night in the lonely
mountains.
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with each surmounted deadfall. Brett aptly describes it
as “like climbing a ladder
without rungs.”

tarn on Easy Ridge; Whatcom Peak &
Challenger Glacier in the background

It takes us four hours to
climb the two and a half
miles to tree-line, where the
forest gives way to heather
and blueberries. Never have
open meadows looked so
good.
We pass many alluring
tarns and climb through
small scattered stands of
thin alpine trees huddling
together in isolated clusters,
twisted into fine art by the
ferocity of countless winters.
Their dark green contrasts
with the predominantly
golden meadows of the ridge
as we ascend.
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The morning sun makes its entrance
over a shoulder of Red Face Mountain,
providing a golden backlight for sweeping
meadows of crimson, rising to Whatcom
Peak and the cool blue of Challenger
Glacier. Streamers of thin, wispy clouds
tease the peaks. On the other side of
the ridge the eon-etched face of Mineral
Mountain catches the early light, its complicated geology illuminated by sunshine
and defined by
shadows. Across
the Brush Creek
Valley we can see
columns of smoke,
a forest fire on its
last legs. A flare of
flame appears: an
exploding tree.
We
climb
the ridge, passing numerous tarns scattered and nestled
amongst the rocks and golden grasses,
warm sun gleaming in their still waters.
Small flocks of tiny birds dart in and out of
the isolated stands of weather-beaten trees
as if of one mind. To the north, across the
Chilliwack Valley, we can see the Copper
Ridge lookout perched on the slender
ridge, looking close enough to touch.
Ahead is Easy Peak proper, and beyond it
the sinuous ridge that leads to Perfect Pass
and the route across Challenger Glacier.
The southern view is dominated by Mount
Blum and its crown of glaciers—an exceedingly impressive front row-view of this
usually glimpsed-from-afar massif.
Brett and Denise head off toward
Easy Peak and I wander the tawny highlands, leaving the soft meadows behind.
I pick my way over the wild geometry of
shattered rock to the eastern brink where
I peer out over a magnificent wasteland of
rubble and scree. Now and then the roar
of avalanches reverberates off the cliffs. Far
below is Whatcom Pass, the storied portal
to the Ross Lake country to the east. From
here, it looks like a walk in the park.
We start back to camp in twilight. The
tarns are now a ghostly silver in the light
of the rising moon. By the time we reach
camp the sky is again filled with riotous
stars. The Big Dipper is perfectly reflected

on the surface of the tarn. No wind. No
bugs. Silence.
I roll out my sleeping pad and luxuriate in another night beneath the shimmering sky.

Sunrise sparkles on the surface of the
tarns. A falcon whips by, looking for breakfast. I contemplate the first pink light on
Shuksan and listen to melodious morning birdsong.
The
glacierhewn rocks of
the ridge are
adorned with
intricate lichen
tapestries, each
square-inch
illuminated in
the streaming
sunshine. Still
in shadow, the valleys are blue and green
and deep. I wish we had another day on
Easy Ridge but today we must descend
into those valleys to begin the trek home.
I linger in the golden meadow, drinking
in the silence and savoring the morning.
Reluctantly we pack up camp, shoulder the packs and start down through the
meadows. The color scheme is intense in
the clear morning light: deep blue sky and
vivid reds, oranges and purples of the autumnal meadows. We stop for a last handful of blueberries and then plunge into the
woods.

We climb the ridge, passing
numerous tarns scattered and
nestled amongst the rocks
and golden grasses, warm sun
gleaming in their still waters.
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